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must be tried according to the law of the country in which it
took place/1 and if it is good by that law, then, so far as its
formal validity alone is concerned 'it is good all the world
over, no matter whether the proceeding or ceremony which
constituted marriage according to the law of the place would or
would not constitute marriage in the country of the domicil of
one or other of the spouses/2 The reverse is equally true. 'If
the so-called marriage is no marriage in the place where it is
celebrated, there is no marriage anywhere, although the cere-
mony or proceeding if conducted in the place of the parties1
domicil would be considered a good marriage/3
I The first case to establish this principle in England was,
\)- Scrimshire vs Scrimshire4 in I7C2, where the facts were asv:.^rwi"
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I  fT-TT-		/	' J    J	shtre
i tollows:    ^
Two British subjects, both domiciled in England, married each other
in France. The husband was eighteen, the wife fifteen, years of age; the
marriage was clandestine and by French law absolutely void, but was
valid by English law unless avoided as the result of legal proceedings.
The marriage was annulled by a French court. The wife later brought
a suit for restitution of conjugal rights. It thus became necessary to
decide whether there was a subsisting marriage or not, and this, of
course, depended upon whether the legal effect of the ceremony was
to be determined by French or by English law.
>    It was urged that, since both parties were British subjects
I domiciled in England, the law of France had no claim to be
I considered/The judge of the Consistory Court, Sir Edward
Simpson7 stressed the confusion that would ensue if this argu-
ment were to be accepted.
'All nations allow marriage contracts; they are juris gentium^ and
the subjects of all nations are equally concerned in them; and from the
infinite mischief and confusion that must necessarily arise to the
subjects of all nations, with respect to legitimacy, succession and other
rights, if the respective laws of different countries were only to be ob-
served as to marriages contracted by the subjects of those countries
abroad, all nations have consented, or must be presumed to consent,
for the common benefit and advantage, that such marriages shall be
good or not according to the laws of the country where they are made.'5
In the case of a marriage by proxy, the relevant locus celebra- P««y
tionis is the place in which the proxy takes part in the formal
1	Herbert (Lady) v. Herbert(L?n/)(i8i9), 3 PhilL Ecc. 58,63,/^rSirWilliam
Scott.
2	Berthiaume v. Dastous, [1930] A.C. 79, 83, per Lord Dunedin.
3	Ibid.	4 (1752), 2 Hag. Con. 395.	5 At p. 417.

